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ABSTRACT!
!
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Purpose: The study tries to drive back the concept of [policy] entrepreneurship to its 

basics according to Schumpeterian/Kirznerian approach by displaying its process of 

emergence and implementation in the public sector, and its interaction with 

institutions and their changes. 

 

Method: The study was conducted by using a qualitative content analysis examining 

the protocols of the board of the municipality Ö-vik under the current mandate period 

(2010 - 2013), internal documents related to policy acceptance, a citizen proposal and 

a proposition from a politician. Even interviews were conducted with some members 

of the board, an administrator and the external policy entrepreneur. 

 

Conclusions: Entrepreneurial act occurs when unnoticed opportunities are discovered, 

when a policy domain is in disequilibrium. The driving toward equilibrium is 

performed as a collective act and the entrepreneurial profit emerged returns to the 

discoverer. The implementation occurs when the politicians composing the majority 

in the board guarantee that their monopoly in the political market is maintained, the 

new actors (external policy entrepreneurs) neutralized and the change is controlled.  A 

process of creating meaning/ proactive manipulation that is the rhetoric of NPM 

ideology submits entrepreneurial acts to the logic of economic rational calculation and 

neutralizes its creativity. 

 

Key words: Entrepreneurship, Kirzner, Schumpeter, Institutions, New Public 

Management.   
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1 Introduction!!

1.1 Background!

The management of the public sector has gone through two paradigm shifts since the 

post-war era. The first shift was the passage from “the progressive public 

administration” (Hood, 1995) emerging from the post-war consensus formed around 

“the Keynesian mixed economy” and “the welfare state” (Ömürgönüsen, 2002, 

p.517), to the new public management that has been described by Hood (2007) as a 

marriage of two different streams of ideas. One partner was the “new institutional 

economies” built on development of public choice, transactions cost theory and 

principal-agent theory. The other partner in the 'marriage' was the international 

scientific management (Ibid, p.6). A second shift was from the NPM to the post-NPM 

or the Digital-Era Governance (DEG) as Dunleavy et al. (2006) termed it. The post-

NPM could be seen as “a third way” between the PPA1 and the NPM. It includes a 

rejection of much of the agency theory inspired ‘agencification’ that led to smaller 

and sometimes numerous single purpose agencies, and instead a move toward a more 

integrated public service (Goldfinch and Wallis, 2010, p.1105).  

According to Kuhn (1962), ‘a [scientific] crisis may end with the emergence of a new 

paradigm and with the ensuing battle over its acceptance’. In the same way, the 

problems of the PPA such as its inefficient rigid bureaucracy and the rise of the 

conservatives in the OECD countries, who believe that the market is the remedy of 

inefficiency, led to the adoption of NPM. The classical methods of public 

management was rejected and replaced by “the managerialism”; new markets and 

customers have been created/constructed; and new problems have arisen as well. The 

public sector, under this model, has been fragmented and lacks of the unity that can 

encompass this fragmentation, a role that “the classical state” could play if the latter 

still exists. The rapid development of societal and technological uses of online 

processes  (Dunleavy et al., 2006) has made electronic governance and networks the 

best solutions of the problem of fragmentation. This evolution led to the current 

paradigm, namely the DEG. Goldfinch and Wallis (2010) note that some scholars 

argue that this paradigm is characterized by the presence of public mangers/leaders 

who should acting entrepreneurially and collectively to generate public value. But 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1!progressive public administration.!
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they [Goldfinch and Wallis (2010)] reject this view because ‘Entrepreneurial’ and 

‘innovation’ and some other leadership buzzwords are also found in NPM discourse, 

therefore DEG cannot be considered as new paradigm (Ibid, p.1108). Instead, they 

consider the DEG as a rhetorically reformed NPM. 

 

 
Table*1:*The*paradigms*in*the*public*sector*according*to*the*literature*(developed*by*the*author)*

 PPA (1945-

1980) 

NPM (1980-2002) DEG (2002-present) 

Doctrines/theories − Keynesian 

economy 

− Welfare 

State 

− New 

institutional 

economy 

− Scientific 

management  

− Post-modernism?  

− Leadership/’entrepreneurship’ 

 

− “The third way” 

Contexts of 

emergence 

− Post-war 

era  

 

− Oil-price 

shock/Financi

al crises 

− Rise of 

conservative 

governments  

− Globalization  

− Cyberspace, the Internet and 

the information society 

Problems 

/Critiques  

− Rigid 

bureaucrac

y 

− Inefficiency   

− Fragmentation 

− Short-term 

focus of 

government 

strategy 

 

− Rhetorically reformed NPM 

 

 

Many public administration scholars from different ideological standpoints defend the 

value of paradigms as a means of resolving the "crisis of identity”2 in public 

administration and argue that public administration cannot progress without an 

appropriate paradigm (Ömürgönüsen, 2002, p.521). Then, the rejection of the DEG 

paradigm by some scholars like Goldfinch and Wallis (2010) is reasonable because 

the identity crisis of the public sector is not solved, the emphasized entrepreneurial 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2!Caused by!the!new values and the new agendas driven by the new paradigm.!
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activities are not the core ideas of this paradigm and ‘the entrepreneurs’ are not 

focusing ‘on carrying out of new combination’ (Schumpeter, [1934] 2002, p.74). 

Instead they are focusing on carrying out rational calculation. In other words, the 

called ‘entrepreneurs’ in this case are not classical entrepreneurs in Schumpeterian 

and/or Kirznerian terms. They are just rational leaders or managers. 

 

1.2 Problem!discussion!!

After the adopting of the NPM as an ideology of management in the public sector, 

some changes has occurred such as the creation of new markets (quasi-markets), the 

use of performance measurements and the emphasizing of accountability. According 

to Catasús & Grönlund (2005), these changes affected the organizational form of this 

sector in the same way that an adoption of a new technology does, which allowed the 

public sector to become entrepreneurial. However, entrepreneurship is associated with 

the private sector economics and the singular pursuit of profit (Shockley et Al., 2008, 

p.127), which is not the objective of the public sector, therefore any talk about 

entrepreneurship have to take into consideration this primordial difference or find an 

universal concept of entrepreneurship that can encompass the two sectors. According 

to Morris (1998) entrepreneurship is a universal construct that is applicable to any 

person, organization (private or public, large or small) or nation (Shockley et Al., 

2008, p.150). It is uncertainty that is inherent in every action and burdens every actor 

(Mises, ([1949] 1996, p.253), and in which entrepreneurial discovery is invoked, that 

makes of entrepreneurship universal and applicable even in the public sector. But this 

universality is related to the creative essence of entrepreneurship and not to 

rationality. Entrepreneurship is a creative act as Kirzner (1982) defined it. He 

distinguishes between entrepreneurial discovery (creative act) and rational calculation 

(instrumental act) by using Knight’s ([1921] 2006) distinction between risk and 

uncertainty. ‘Entrepreneurial discovery is invoked in situations of uncertainty, not in 

situations of risk when economic rationality is most appropriate’ (Shockley et Al., 

2008, p.147). Even Schumpeter ([1934] 2002) distinguishes entrepreneurial decisions 

from rational economic calculation and identifies entrepreneurial decisions with novel 

intuitions that defy instrumental rationality (Shockley et Al., 2008, p.147) 
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According to Kraus (2008), NPM is criticized because it dehumanizes the public 

sector. When the organization tries to measure and quantify the service provided and 

focuses on balancing the budget, the qualitative values are not among the first 

priorities.   

Barton (2004) sees the public sector, as non-profit organization (s) that has as 

objective the production/supply of public goods and services without excluding any 

demander (the citizen) of these goods and services. Therefore any submission of these 

goods /services to the logic of the market will give some profit and exclude some 

demanders if the supplier (public sector) acts with a homo economicus logic 3, which 

deviates the public sector from its fundamental objectives and throws the sector in a 

crisis of identity.  

 

Entrepreneurial public management/ policy entrepreneurship in the classic sense of 

the term4 can be a solution of these problems namely the crisis of identity and the 

dehumanization because entrepreneurship is not related to rational economic 

calculation and profit maximization but, its ‘essence consists in seeing through the fog 

created by the uncertainty of the future’ (Kirzner 1997 b).  Acting under uncertainty 

and taking it into consideration imply that the human aspect is taken into 

consideration because, as cited above, uncertainty is inherent in every action and 

burdens every actor.  Even entrepreneurial profit is a reward from this acting under 

uncertainty.  

Shockley et Al. (2008), show that many scholars have studied the entrepreneuriality 

of the public sector but their studies neglected three important aspects that should be 

taken into consideration when studying entrepreneurship, (i) the priority of the 

function of entrepreneurship over individual entrepreneurs, (ii) the ubiquity of 

entrepreneurship activity in all human endeavors; it is not a rational calculation, (iii) 

the effects of entrepreneurship or this creative destruction that Catasús & Grönlund 

(2005) have referred to5. 

These shortcomings present in the previous studies can be related to the influence of 

the dominant paradigm that emphasizes the homo economicus concept that reduces all 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3!As it is the case with NPM:!Reducing costs /maximizing profits.!
4!Schumpeterian and Kirznerian classical view of entrepreneurship.!!!
5!Changes affected the organizational form of this sector in the same way that an adoption of 
a new technology does.!
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activities including entrepreneurial activities to rational economic calculation and 

focuses on individuals instead of processes or functions. Within this concept 

uncertainty is confused with risk. 

1.3 Research!question!!

This case study tries to fill the gap caused by the shortcomings of the previous studies 

and previous considerations cited above by answering the following research 

questions: 

 

RQ1: How do new combinations occur or new opportunities get discovered in the 

public sectors?  

RQ2: How do such new combinations/discoveries get implemented?  

RQ3: Does this implementation affect the organization?  

1.4 Aim!of!study!!

This study aims to generate new knowledge about policy entrepreneurship based on 

the classical view of entrepreneurship.  This can help us to understand 

entrepreneurship, its beneficial outcomes and the obstacles that impede them on the 

practical level. A good understanding of policy entrepreneurship can also help to 

design institutional setups that flourish entrepreneurial activities/discoveries in the 

public sector. 

1.5 Limitations!!

This case study is, first of all, limited by its design because the findings of a case 

study cannot be generalized. This study is also limited by the size and the nature of 

the organization studied (the municipality of Ö-vik) and dependent on the degree of 

access to people concerned with entrepreneurial activities/discoveries and their 

implantations in these organizations. 

1.6 Definitions!

!
Policy entrepreneurship: serves the equilibrative function of returning to a policy 

domain when an empirically observable entrepreneurial opportunity is discovered and 

exploited (Shockley et Al., 2008, p.165) OR destructs an existing equilibrium in a 

policy domain through a new combination of public service is created. 
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2 Theory!and!Previous!Researches!!!

2.1 Theory!

2.1.1 Entrepreneurship!!

As a societal phenomenon and a field of research, entrepreneurship has been 

neglected for a long time although its universality. According to some scholars (Shane 

and Venkatarman, 2000; Henrekson, 2007), the reason of this negligence is not due to 

the rejection of this phenomenon but it is typically methodological.  Shane and 

Venkatarman (2000) argue that the negligence of entrepreneurship as societal 

phenomenon and the undermining of its legitimacy as a field of research are related to 

its [Entrepreneurship’s]“lack of conceptual framework, different from other 

frameworks existing in other fields, that explains and predicts a set of empirical 

phenomena ” (Ibid, p.217) They add that “perhaps the largest obstacle in creating 

conceptual framework for the entrepreneurship field is its definition” (Ibid, p.218). 

Henrekson (2007) also highlights the definition and the methodological problem 

when it comes to the field of economics and claims that ”the entrepreneur and the 

entrepreneurial function elude analytical tractability” (Henrekson, 2007, p.718). 

However, Now, “we have the intellectual building blocks in place for the creation of a 

strong paradigm in entrepreneurship, which can lead to… meaningful research 

contributions” (Davidsson, 2008, p.14).  Methodology has been developed (see 

Gratzer et. al, 2009; Davidsson, 2008), and two main approaches have emerged, 

namely the business school approach and the Schumpeterian approach. This latter 

stresses the novelty concept of Schumpeter ([1934] 2002), while the first approach 

revolves around the works of Shane, Venkatarman and Granter (Gratzer et. al , 2009) 

with an emphasis on the discovery concept of Kirzner (1982). 

2.1.1.1 The'Schumpeterian'approach'''

The start point of this approach is that the economic system is in state of equilibrium 

before its destruction by the energetic entrepreneur by introducing /creating new 

combinations/innovations (e.g. new products, new methods of 

production/organization, new markets etc.). A successful introduction of new 

combinations results qualitative changes, gives the entrepreneurs a monopolistic 

situation in the market and attracts imitators that spread the successful innovation.  
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This dynamic process or this “industrial mutation that incessantly revolutionizes the 

economic structure from within incessantly destroying the old one, incessantly 

creating a new one” (Schumpeter, ([1942] 2003, p.83), called the Creative Destruction 

process is the substance of the economic development according to Schumpeter 

([1934] 2002; [1942] 2003).  

The negligence of the role of entrepreneurs in the mainstream economic theories led 

Schumpeter ([1934] 2002) in his earlier conceptualization of the entrepreneurial 

activity to emphasize the entrepreneur as individual who is acting under uncertainty 

(Swedberg, 2000) without taking risks6 and strives for earning “private kingdom”7 

(Schumpeter [1934] 2002, p.91) and entrepreneurial profit. This latter is the result of 

the performance of the entrepreneurial activity, because “ l’entrepreneur ne fait ni 

bénéfice ni perte” (Walras’ citation cited in Schumpeter [1934] 2002, p.76) in the 

circular flow of economics. With other words, it is the moving toward a new 

equilibrium that generates entrepreneurial profit. However, the entrepreneurial profit 

is not a necessity to define entrepreneurship and not the individuality of the 

entrepreneurial activity either (Ibid); therefore one can assume that it is the 

entrepreneurial activity/the creative action of any individual, group or organization, 

per se, that is the foundation of the definition of entrepreneurship in the 

Schumpeterian approach.  

2.1.1.2 The'Kirznerian'approach'''

According to Kirzner (1973) the market, as a process, is continually in state of 

disequilibrium because of the market participants’ ignorance of the real existing 

opportunities (p.69). The entrepreneur drives the economic system toward equilibrium 

by his/her “alertness to hitherto unnoticed opportunities” (Ibid, p.39). Kirznerian 

Entrepreneur is an arbitrageur who discovers the unexploited opportunities or as 

Kirzner defined him/her, he/she  “is the first to understand that there is discrepancy 

between what is done and what could be done”(Ibid, p.89).   

Kirzner (1973) differentiates the entrepreneurial activities from economizing, 

maximizing and efficiency-based decision-makings. These latter are results of rational 

calculations when dealing with risk while, as cited above, entrepreneurship’s essence 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
6!The entrepreneur does not take the risk because dealing with risk, is a result of a 
rational calculation and not a creative activity.  
7!Power and independence.!
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consists in seeing through the fog created by the uncertainty of the future’ (Kirzner 

1997 b). Seeing these opportunities means creating them and “not waiting for them” 

as Kirzner (2009) philosophically argued in his paper The Alert and the Creative 

Entrepreneur: A Clarification (2009). Once exploited successfully, the discovered 

opportunities give the entrepreneur, as an actor in the market, some reward that has 

been termed the entrepreneurial profit by Kirzner (1973). 

2.1.1.3 The'combination'of'the'two'approaches'

The Schumpeterian and the Kirznerian approaches are considered as complementary 

to each other even if the Schumpeterian approach is primary since it, by the 

destruction of the equilibrium, creates a space for the occurrence of new opportunities 

and imitations. However some scholars (Glancey and McQuaid, 2000, as cited in 

Heneriksson and Stenkula, 2007, p.28) do not agree with this consideration and claim 

that the new state of equilibrium is reached by imitations, which are not considered as 

entrepreneurship. 

The distinction between an imitation and an entrepreneurial discovery has to be done 

clearly. The protagonists (e.g. Heneriksson and Stenkula, 2007) of the possibility to 

combine the two approaches consider an imitation as an activity that is connected 

with the object of innovation (the new product/the new combination) and emerges 

from an adaptive process. The imitator observes the potential of the new combination, 

tries to adapt his combination(s) to the innovation and the changes it caused. Instead 

the entrepreneurial activity is a creative act that emerges within the space created by 

innovation that destructed the equilibrium, without being connected directly to it. The 

creative destruction creates a creative atmosphere that encourages entrepreneurs to 

create more, and businessmen, managers or capitalist to imitate the successful 

example (Figure 1). 

In this study the combinatory approach is not taken into consideration since it can 

cause some ambiguity and vagueness to the theoretical lens of the study. Instead, the 

Kirznerian and the Schumpeterian approaches will be used separately, as two 

different perspectives/theoretical lenses.   
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Figure*1:*Entrepreneurship*and*Equilibrium*(Heneriksson*and*Stenkula,*2007)*

 

2.1.2 Entrepreneurship!in!the!public!sector!

Entrepreneurship is a universal construct that is applicable to any person, organization 

(private or public, large or small) or nation (Shockley et Al., 2008, p.150). Moreover, 

entrepreneurship theorists, especially Schumpeter ([1934] 2002), do not se the profit 

as the engine of the entrepreneurial activities/discoveries, which makes 

entrepreneurship more appropriate than other concepts to analyze a non-profit 

organization as the public sector. The changes affected by the entrepreneurial 

activities/discoveries in the private sector give it an institutional dynamic and 

engender economic growth/development (Schumpeter ([1934] 2002). In the same 

manner, entrepreneurial activities can change the public policy/institutions, develop 

the sector public and enhance the public value8 of societies (see Moore, 1995).  

2.1.3 Institutions!

“Institutions are the rules of the game in a society or, more formally, are the humanly 

devised constraints that shape human interaction”(North, 1990, p.3). This definition is 

universal since it is related to human (inter) actions. However, the analysis of 

entrepreneurship effects on institutions, and vice versa, has to take into consideration 

the nature of the sector in which entrepreneurship manifests itself. The effects on the 

private sector and the public sector has to be separated because individual games 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
8!The concept of public value is not developed in this study because it is not used as 
theoretical lens. The focus is laying on institutions and their changes.!
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differ from collective games and even entrepreneurship manifests itself in different 

forms. The private sector is characterized by individual-choices and behaviors that 

give a vast space to informal constraints in the institutional setups (North, 1990) when 

the public sector is embossed by collective-choice or political process (Kingston and 

Caballero, 2008,p.2) and formal rules. However, entrepreneurship, as cited above, is 

inherent in every human action and can manifest itself as an individual or a collective 

act (Swedberg, 2000). That is why collective-choice theories of institutional change 

will be dominant in this study even if some aspects of individual-choice theories (e.g. 

informal constraints) will be taken into consideration if the empirical observations 

show that entrepreneurship, in the studied case, manifests itself in form of individual 

act (Table 2). 
Table*2:*institutional*change*theories*dependent*on*entrepreneurial*act*and*the*sector*of*
manifestation*(developed*by*the*author)*

 Entrepreneurship’s manifestation 

Sector Individual Act Collective act 

Private IND IND-col 

Public  COL-ind COL 

*IND/ind = individual-choice theory. 
*COL/col = collective-choice theory. 
*Capitals indicate dominance. 
 

2.1.3.1 Institutional'change'in'the'public'sector'

Collective choice theorists treat institutional change “as a centralized process in which 

rules are explicitly specified by a collective political entity such as the community or 

the state and individuals and organizations engage in collective action in aim to try 

changing these rules for their own profit” (Kingston and Caballero, 2008, p.4). 

According to Ostrom (2005) cited in Kingston and Caballero, 2008) there are 

differences between operational rules or day-to-day rules, collective-choice rules 

(rules for choosing operational rules) and constitutional rules (rules for choosing 

collective-choice rules) (Ibid). Ostrom (2005) treats operational rules as chosen rules 

and adaptation according to day-to-day activities, which makes them hyper dynamic. 

In contrast the other types of rules are exogenous and fixed (equilibrium state).  

According to Ostrom (2005), in a democracy, institutional change caused by an 

external factor (e.g. new combination/innovation) occurs when the majority agrees to 
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it because this change will be profitable for individuals composing this majoritarian 

coalition. 

 

Alston (1996) has another point of view and gives political actors an independent role 

in the rule-making process (Kingston and Caballero, 2008, p.5). The State is supplier 

and the citizens are demanders of public goods/services and the institutional change 

occurs because of the bargaining of the actions of these two forces (Ibid, p.6). 

Political actors in this case can be understood as individual entrepreneurs (individual-

choice based behavior) that have individual interests that have to gain the support of a 

majoritarian coalition. 

  

2.2 Concepts!and!developing!of!research!question!

2.2.1 Concept!of!entrepreneurship!!

Based on entrepreneurship theories cited above the theoretical framework of this 

study will take into consideration three principal concepts when analyzing the studied 

case: 

1. The distinction between entrepreneurial activities/discoveries and rational 

calculations because “Entrepreneurship  originates not in the 

instrumental rationality of the entrepreneur but rather in his or her novel 

intuitions and/or entrepreneurial discovery/alertness” (Shockley et al., 2011, 

p.21) 

 

2. The distinction between the function of entrepreneurship and the individual 

entrepreneurs because, according to Shockley et al. (2011), “the process of 

entrepreneurship must be analyzed in addition to the consideration of 

individual entrepreneurs. Both are necessary to understanding 

entrepreneurship” (p.21) 

 

3. The causal functionality of entrepreneurship9 because “the causal functionality 

of entrepreneurship produces at least smaller effects in a community and 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
9!This study focuses on the effects on institutions.!
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potentially larger, systemic effects in the studied sector”(Shockley et al., 2011, 

p.21) 

 

 

Shockley et al. (2011) argue that these three concepts will reinforce the paradigm of 

entrepreneurship and give uniqueness to its conceptual framework and even the 

“effects of the phenomenon will be observable, predictable and perhaps measurable” 

(p.20). They mention also that previous researches treating policy entrepreneurship 

have neglected these three aspects therefore some cases studies have showed some 

ambiguities in their conceptualizations and findings due to the misconception of 

entrepreneurship. 
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Figure*2:**Possible*institutional*changes*in*the*public*sector*according*to*theories*used*in*this*paper*
(developed*by*the*author)*
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2.2.2 Developing!of!research!question!concerning!institutional!change.!

 As the figure 2 displays, from the theories cited above concerning the occurrence of 

institutional changes, one could disaggregate RQ2 in two sub-research questions: 

 

RQ2-1: does institutional change in the public sector occur when the majority of 

politicians in the board of municipality accept an external collective entrepreneurial 

act because this change will be profitable for individuals composing this majority? 

 

RQ2-2: does institutional change in the public sector occur when an individual 

entrepreneurial act (new combination or new discovery) made by a politician is 

demanded by the citizens? 

 

This developing of this research question allows understanding the implementation 

process of the new combinations/discoveries (entrepreneurial acts) within the study’s 

theoretical framework. So, the answering of these two sub-questions will be 

satisfactory as an answer to the original research question that encompasses them, 

namely RQ2.    

  

As figure 2 shows the day-to-day rules cannot be understood as an institutional 

change caused by the discovery of opportunities since these rules are an adaptation to 

day-to-day activities that are characterized by routines. Changes in these routines 

could be caused by an introduction of an entrepreneurial act but their hyper dynamism 

(Ostrom, 2005) does not allow a clear-cutting between the effects of an 

entrepreneurial act and another possible factor on these rules.  Furthermore, Baez and 

Abolafia (2002) argue that these actions, in this level, are a result of “cognitive 

thinking… that match the existent strategic actions of to contextual signals”(p.548), 

which is not compatible with the study’s definition of entrepreneurship. This point is 

displayed clearly in the following section. 

2.3 Previous!researches!!

In their study, Baez and Abolafia (2002) developed a model for analyzing the role of 

bureaucratic entrepreneurial action in institutional changes using the sense-making 
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theory as a theoretical framework. The focus is laying on the entrepreneur’s 

adaptation to institutional changes or “ their cognitive strategic thinking, about 

whether and how to alter current routines to accommodate new environmental 

expectations” (Ibid, p.526). They argue that institutional changes in public 

organizations occur as a result of a continuous and sense-making process.    

Shoemaker (1995) argues that “the heart of strategy is the 'strategist'; and for a better 

strategy execution requires a strategic thinker who can discover novel strategies” 

(Ibid, p.31). Defining the entrepreneur as a cognitive strategist involves that he/she is 

considered as a manager/leader whose actions are a result of rational calculation. One 

can say that Baez and Abolafia’s (2002) study reduces entrepreneurship to 

individuals’ rational thinking, which is not compatible with the classical definition of 

entrepreneurship that is “a self-reflexive activity that originates in the entrepreneur’s 

novel intuition and/or entrepreneurial discoveries” (Shockley et Al., 2011, p.20). The 

same ambiguity can be found in the study of Wawro (2000) treating the 

entrepreneurial activities of the candidates to the American Congress. Even if the 

concept ‘legislative entrepreneurship’ is linked to a coalition (a group) and not to 

individuals, which makes it partly compatible with the Schumpeterian approach and 

entrepreneurship in its collective form, Warwro (1997) considers entrepreneurship as 

rational resource provision. He defines it as “set of activities that a legislator engages 

in for the purpose of passing legislation by combining various legislative inputs and 

issues in order to affect legislative outcomes” (Ibid, p.4). This definition seems to be a 

model that generates legislative profit after a legislative campaign process; the risks 

are defined and assessed with formal tools (statistics) and uncertainty diminished, 

which can not be categorized as an action under uncertainty which is the core element 

in defining entrepreneurship. 

Both studies have treated the causal relationship between entrepreneurship and 

institutional changes but in two different ways. Baez and Abolafia’s (2002) 

investigated how entrepreneurship occurs when institutions change while Warwro 

(1997) studied entrepreneurship as a modifier of existing institutions. These empirical 

findings and analyses confirm the interactive relationship between entrepreneurship 

and institutions discussed by theorists like North (1990). 
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3 Method!

3.1 Scientific!approach!!

Within the filed of business studies and social sciences in general, there are two 

mainstream scientific approaches when studying any social phenomenon.  Scholars 

who believe in the rigor of the scientific tradition adopt realism as a scientific 

approach with objectivism as an ontological position and positivism as an 

epistemologist position. In contrast, those who believe that “the social phenomena and 

their meninges are continually being accomplished by social actors” (Bryman & Bell, 

2011, p.22) adopt a social constructionist position ontologically and a hermeneutic 

position epistemologically. Bryman & Bell (2011) argue that “research methods are 

more ‘free-floating’ in terms of ontology and epistemology than the above cited 

propositions suggests”(Ibid, p.619). 

Entrepreneurship is an ontic discipline (Shaw et. Al, 2011, p.6) since it “is concerned 

primarily with entities and the fact about them” (Heidegger (1962) cited in Shaw et. 

Al, 2011, p.6) because as a social phenomenon entrepreneurship is ubiquitous in all 

human endeavors (Shockley et Al., 2008, p.150) and manifests itself just when an 

entrepreneurial act happens (events/e.g. destructing equilibrium or the contrary) and 

so, novelties/discoveries emerge (facts/ e.g. new products, new combinations). 

Bhaskar (1975), a pioneer of critical realism, cited in Sayer (2000) argues for the 

transcendence of the objects of knowledge and distinguishes between the real that 

cannot be observed, the actual/ events and the apparent facts of the object of 

knowledge. 

Entrepreneurship as an object of knowledge can be perceived in the same way since it 

cannot be observed per se, but the destruction of an state of equilibrium or the driving 

of a disequilibrium toward an equilibrium are the mechanisms of its manifestation at a 

certain location and time. Even the effects of this manifestation/event can be 

perceived and measured. Having this view when dealing with this phenomenon 

dictates to the author to adopt critical realism as a scientific approach in this study, 

with a transcendental objectivist ontological position.  

Studying the manifestation of entrepreneurship and its mechanism “moves researches 

to structural and systemic explanations”(Shockley et al., 2011, p.21). However an 

acceptance of an entrepreneurial act within the public sector cannot simply be 

understood in form of mechanism and structures, especially after the NPM reforms 
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that are characterized by social construction(s) and meaning producing (Power, 1996; 

Sinclair, 1995) that goes beyond structures. Therefore, this study adopts a 

poststructuralist/hermeneutic position epistemologically. 

3.2 Research!strategy!

Generally, research strategies are categorized in a dichotomous way: qualitative and 

quantitative.  The quantitative research methods focus on correlations, causalities and 

the quantification of the data when the qualitative methods focus on meanings and 

tend to be concerned with words (Bryman and Bell, 2011, p.386). Both strategies 

have shown some weaknesses and were exposed to critic. “Quantitative research is 

criticized for its static view of social live that is independent of people’s live”(Ibid, 

2011,p.168). Causalities and relationships are produced by the human actions and if 

meanings of these actions are ignored, then it is difficult to link the findings of such a 

research to the real life (Ibid, p.168). In its turn qualitative research is criticized 

because of its subjectivity, the difficulty to replicate its findings and the 

impossibility10 to generalize them.  

A possible treatment of the shortcomings present in the both methods is combining 

them or using more than one source of data, namely, triangulation. The author tried to 

use a mixed method (qualitative & quantitative) to understand entrepreneurship, its 

manifestations and their effects in the public sector, but (i) the inexistence of a data 

base that allows to capture the effects of the entrepreneurial acts on the studied case’s 

institutions and (ii) the constraints of time that did not allow to build a such data base. 

So, it is appropriate to use a triangulation based on qualitative method as a strategy 

through choosing the municipality that witnesses a presence of a policy 

entrepreneurial acts as defined above, interviewing persons involved in the 

manifestation and the implantation of such acts and analyzing documents related to 

these acts. 

3.3 Research!design!!

Case studies are appropriate when the investigator want to “investigate a 

contemporary phenomenon within its real-life context especially when the boundaries 

between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident“ (Yin, 2003, p.13). Case 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
10!However there are scholars (Mitchell, 1983 cited in Bryman and Bell, 2011) who 
argue for the possibility to generalize the findings of qualitative researches to the 
theory and not to populations.!
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studies also give the investigator a holistic view of the real-life events of the social 

phenomenon in a given context (single organization /location). 

Since this study wants to explore the entrepreneurship phenomenon, its events and 

causality in the public service namely within a municipality, the case study design 

will be applicable and required especially when a deep understanding of the 

phenomenon is suitable. 

3.4 Data!collecting!!

This case study has as object/ source of data the municipality of Örnsköldsvik (Ö-vik 

hereafter).  A municipality located in Västernorrland County with 55088 inhabitants 

(SCB, 31-12-2012), 44630 of them are qualified to vote according to the newest 

statistical data published by Statistics Sweden concerning the vote qualified persons 

in Sweden (SCB, 2010). The choice of this municipality is done for two theoretical 

and practical raisons: 

(i) First, because Ö-vik municipality makes it possible for its habitants to present 

citizen proposals (medborgarförslag). According to The Local Government 

Act (Kommunallag (1991:900)) every municipality/county’s board is free to 

decide if citizen proposals are accepted as a possible policy-making tool or 

not. Citizen proposal means that any inhabitant of a municipality (even child, 

adolescent and foreigners without vote right) has the right to bring policy 

matters to the board of the municipality board and challenge the existent 

policies. This definition is compatible with our theoretical lens that considers 

entrepreneurship, and in this case policy entrepreneurship, as a universal 

phenomenon that is inherent in every action and burdens every actor (Mises, 

[1949] 1996, p.253).   

(ii) The facility to access to people involved with policy-making/politicians in this 

municipality. The possibility to interview policy-making/politicians in a little 

municipality is easier than interviewing policy-makers /politicians in a 

dynamic metropolis as Stockholm where policy-makers/politicians are busy 

all time.  

The data is collected through two different sources of evidence, documentation and 

interviews (table 3). According to Yin (2003) triangulation and a case study design 

require this kind of data collection for covering the weaknesses of each source of 

evidence and getting a holistic and deep understanding of the case. As documentation 
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the 33 protocols of municipality’s board under the current mandate period (2010 - 

2013) and the proposals of citizens/policy makers are explored as well as the content 

of the internal documentation related to the process of introduction of a policy in aim 

to identify a possible external (citizen (s) proposals) or internal (individuals from the 

board) acts that engendered a policy change within a policy domain (e.g. education, 

health, environment, etc.). The state of this latter is also investigated before and after 

the policy change using the same sources of evidence. Then, an interview with a 

citizen involved in policy change in aim to identify the nature of the act, namely if it 

can be classified as an entrepreneurial act or not.  Furthermore, some members of the 

board (7 of 15 members11) and an administrator responsible for nutrition department 

are also telephone interviewed in aim to understand the process of 

implantation/introduction of policy entrepreneurship and eventual institutional 

changes caused by it.   

 

It is worth to mention that interviewing the members of the board and the persons 

involved in policy entrepreneurial act was planned but not the interview of the 

administrator. This latter was a result of snowball sampling. The contact with the 

board’s members showed that the opinions of administrators are important when 

introducing a policy. 

So, the sampling in this study is originally purposive. According to Bryman and Bell 

(2011) purposive sampling helps to sample the participants so that they are relevant 

for the research question(s) and the theoretical framework. The members of the board 

interviewed were all selected because of their relevance and their belonging. Even if 

both the majority and the opposition are represented in the sampling, the emphasis 

was on the majority because it is the group that is theoretically relevant.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
11!Emphasis!was!on!the!majority.!
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Table*3^*Sources*of*evidence*used*in*this*study.*

 Citizens Politicians /board 

members 

Administrators/nutrition 

responsible 

Sources 

of 

evidence 

• Proposal (s)  

• Interview 

• Proposal (s) 

• Telephone 

interview 

• The protocols 

of board  

• Telephone interview 

• Intern documentation 

related to the process 

of introduction of a 

policy (citizen 

proposal) 

 

 

3.5 Data!processing!!

The data collected through the interviews is transcribed, coded and analyzed with 

qualitative content analysis. Even the data collected through documents is analyzed in 

the same way. In contrast to quantitative content analysis that neglects the particular 

quality of the text, its context and things that do not appear in it (Kohlbacher, 2006, 

p.11), the qualitative one tries to cover these limitations by applying a systematic 

theory-guided approach to the text analysis using a category system (Kohlbacher, 

2006, p.12). Qualitative content analysis, as a data processing method can be 

conducted focusing on manifest content or latent content. Manifest content means that 

the focus of the analysis is on the visible and obvious components of the text, while 

latent content engages interpretations of the fundamental meaning of the text. Both 

manifest content and latent content deal with interpretation, but what distinguish them 

is the variation in the depth and level of abstraction of the interpretations (Graneheim 

& Lundman 2003, p. 106). Because the aim of this study is to deeply understand the 

entrepreneurship phenomenon in the public sector, the analysis of this study 

prioritizes latent content of the texts but does not exclude the manifest one especially 

in the phase of coding and categorization. 

Another fundamental decision to make is to select the unit of analysis, referring to the 

object of the study (Graneheim & Lundman 2003, p. 106).  In this study unit of 

analysis is a social organization (the municipality of Ö-vik) but the entrepreneurship 

phenomenon has often an individual character since entrepreneurs are individuals. So, 

even if the emphasis in this study is on the entrepreneurial activity per se and not on 
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the entrepreneurs as individuals, an individual unit of analysis can also be appropriate 

in tandem with the organizational one. This way of analyzing data on different levels 

can give a better understanding of the phenomenon.  

The analyzing strategy of this study is relying on theoretical propositions/hypotheses. 

So, the coding agenda is predefined and related to the concepts of the 

theories/hypotheses used. However, some concepts/codes or categories can emerge 

from the data (see Table 4). These concepts can be taken into consideration when 

analyzing the results. This can be seen incompatible with the scientific approach of 

the study. But, as Bryman and Bell (2011) argued “research methods in business 

studies are much “free-floating” in term of epistemology and ontology because of the 

dominance of mixed method and case study design” (p.619). 

 
Table*4:*The*coding*outline*

Meaning Predefined 
Code 

Emerged 
Code 

Category 

“…I collected more than 400 signature from 
inhabitants/citizens who want to raise the percentage 
of ecologic/nearly produced food for schools and 
health care sector…”  
” 

 Collective act   

Legitimate 
demand 

accounatbility 
“This citizen proposal has been accepted because 
environment is an important subject among the 
population nowadays” 

 

“last week there was an article in the local newspaper 
about how bad our municipality is.” !

Media 

3.6 Quality!check!!

The use of qualitative contents analysis guarantees openness and the rigor of the 

scientific demarche to the study (Kohlbacher, 2006, p.13), which gives it certain 

validity, such validity lies in the theoretical framework/hypotheses. However, it is 

difficult to elaborate internal validity or reliability when qualitative methods are used. 

“Lincoln and Guba (1990) proposed trustworthiness as an example of a criterion that 

could determine how good the qualitative research might have been” (Bryman and 

Bell, 2011, p.53). Trustworthiness is achieved when the coding is rigorously and 

deductively conducted, which makes such study replicable (Kohlbacher, 2006, p.21). 

The coding of this study is done by the author and was replicated independently by 
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another master student in Uppsala University and the result showed that a replication 

is possible and the trustworthiness of the findings is acceptable. However, Bryman 

and Bell (2011) argue that the subjectivity element involved in qualitative researches 

has to be always considered.  

4 Empirical!findings!!

4.1 External!entrepreneurial!act!!

The examination of the 33 protocols of municipality’s board under the last mandate 

period (2011 – April 2013) showed the existence of a policy entrepreneurial act 

introduced by a citizen/habitant of Ö-vik. Jenny Nilsson, an environmentalist activist 

within a nonprofit organization SSNC (naturskyddsförening), proposed that locally 

produced and ecologic food will represent 25 % of the food bought for schools and 

health care organizations (e.g. hospitals,! geriatric care) owned/directed by Ö-vik 

municipality12. The arguments of her proposal refer to government’s statement of 

intent (handlingsplan) published in 2005 concerning sustainable consumption13 and 

municipality’s environmental policy published in its website. Both the local and 

national government’s political rhetoric concerning environment emphasize the 

sustainable development/consumption of the society, public health, strengthening of 

local agricultural market, etc. But in reality, the environmental policy conducted in Ö-

vik municipality did not match this rhetoric. Jenny Nilsson cited in her citizen 

proposal:  

“…last week there was an article in the local newspaper about how bad our 

municipality is. One of the worst [municipalities] when it comes to purchase 

ecologic food, which goes against the local rhetoric and the national 

government’s plan….”.  

She mentioned in her proposal that: 

“It is not the article that inspired me, because my idea was already clear, but 

it was a sign that it is time to do it….” 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
12!Before the end of 2014. 
13  Based on Stefan Edman’s investigation entitled “Bilen, Biffen, Bostaden”.!!!!
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On the demand side, call for more ecological and nearly produced food from the 

citizens has increased and became a popular trend as one of the interviewed 

politicians (C1)14 expressed it:  

“… This citizen proposal has been accepted because environment is an 

important subject among the population nowadays..” 

Jenny Nilsson used this increased demand to show politicians the need of the 

proposed policy: 

“…I collected more than 400 signature from inhabitants/citizens who want to 

raise the percentage of ecologic/nearly produced food for schools and health 

care sector…”  

She mentioned that she was uncertain that this proposal would be introduced as a 

policy because even if there is a demand that was not matched by an appropriate 

supply, still, it is difficult to introduce a citizen proposal in Sweden. However she also 

mentioned that the petition he started (list of inhabitant/citizen’s signatures) could be 

used as weapon if the board resisted to this proposal: 

“…   I sent the list to the politicians and they understood that I can involve 

media in this  … “ 

The option of using the list as a mediatic weapon was unnecessary because the 

proposal was accepted, without any resistance, by all the members of the board and 

Jenny Nilsson got a place as suppliant for MP in the social committee of Ö-vik.   

So far, one can say that Jenny Nilsson, the [policy] entrepreneur, was “the first to 

understand that there is discrepancy between what is done and what could be done 

(Kirzner, 1973, p.89) within this policy domain namely the consumption domain. She 

described her action as following: 

“.. I just exploited a neglected gap…I believe in that [Ecology/environment] 

therefore I could see it [the gap/the opportunity]…” 

The gap was the disequilibrium between the supply and demand in matter of policy. 

However, the action could not be successful if Jenny Nilsson did not represent a 

collective of citizens as one of the politicians expressed it implicitly (C1): 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
14!Politicians!are!referred!to!their!parties:!C=!Centerpartiet!;!
S=Socialdemokraterna;!MP=!Miljöpartiet;!KD=!Kristdemokraterna;!M=!
Moderaterna;!FP=!Folkpartiet;!V=!Vänsterpartiet!.!1=!the!first!interviewed!….and!
so!on.!
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 “… This citizen proposal has been accepted because environment is an 

important subject among the population nowadays..” 

Thus, even though Jenny Nilsson is an individual who discovered the entrepreneurial 

opportunity and it is she who obtained the entrepreneurial profit (became a suppliant 

in a committee) emerged from the entrepreneurial act, this latter cannot be qualified 

as an individual act because it is the engagement of a collective of citizens. In other 

words, it is the signatories of the petition who drove the policy domain toward 

equilibrium.  

4.2 Internal!entrepreneurial!act!!

The data showed another fact that demonstrates that the equilibrium in this policy 

domain is not reached even after the introduction of Jenny’s proposal. C1, a politician 

and a member of the municipality’s board, proposed a change in consumption policy. 

The proposition proposes that the municipality will buy locally produced food for 

serving it in the schools and all public organizations. This will develop the 

agricultural market and create/save jobs. According to him the reason of this action is 

environmental and because there is a demand for this policy among citizens. He cited: 

“…I believe that ecologic food is locally produced [food], I am skeptic for 

food marked as ecologic…  this proposal [Jenny’s] led to more food marked as 

ecologic not to more locally produced food… ” 

This proposition has not yet been treated in the board, but on can say that it has a 

potential of an entrepreneurial act according the Kirznerian theory. The policy domain 

is in state of disequilibrium and the politician (C1) tries to drive it toward an 

equilibrium state. But, the problem is that he is not “the first to understand that there 

is discrepancy between what is done and what could be done “(Kirzner, 1973, p.89) in 

this domain. It was Jenny Nilsson. C1 mentioned the semantic problematic in the 

application of the policy proposed by Jenny Nilsson that could be a reason for this 

residual 15disequilibrium in this policy domain: 

  

“…The board’s decision states that 25 % of food served in the public kitchens 

have to be ecologic before the end of 2014 ……what does that mean? For me 

ecologic food is locally produced food….” 

 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
This disequilibrium should have disappeared after the application of Jenny’s proposal. 
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4.3 The!acceptance!of!policy!entrepreneurship!and!its!effects!!

If the C1’s proposition is not accepted yet (when this study is done), the external 

entrepreneurial act represented in the citizen proposal of Jenny Nilsson has been 

accepted as a policy without resistance. All the members of the board, majority and 

opposition, voted in favor of the proposal and it has been applied even if it was costly. 

According to the municipal executive management of Ö-vik 

(kommunledningsförvaltningen), the costs of food will increase by 2,5 million 

Swedish crowns because of the introduction of this policy.  All interviewed 

politicians/members of the board argued that the costs did not hinder them to take this 

decision because the value that will emerge from this policy is important as the 

chairman of the board said (S7): 

“Life is not just money, … we think that is important that we guarantee good 

quality of food served for our children and our elders, then it is also important 

to develop our local agriculture and protect our environment…” 

Another politician (S2) defended the acceptance of this costly policy by this phrase:  

“ …we did not eat ecologic food but our children should do it, their health is 

our future….”. 

Similar to this phrase the responses of all interviewed politicians, when the 

interviewer raised the question about costs, indicated that health, environment and 

development of local agricultural market are important for the future of the 

municipality and its inhabitants. However, the entrepreneurial act (the citizen 

proposal) per se was acclaimed by the chair of the board (S7) and criticized by a 

member of the board (S3). The first mentioned that: 

“ … the interesting thing with this proposal [Jenny’s]is that it talks about 

values…….the proposals we usually receive propose building of bridge, roads 

…just physical things…”. 

 

The latter member of the board criticized the using of citizen proposals for changing 

policy: 

“..it is very  important that  citizens and municipality  interact with each other   

for solving the problems ……but we have to draw a clear line ....because it is 

the elected persons who are  publicly responsible and accountable..  They 

[citizen proposals] also cause a costly increased workload…” 
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As cited above, the success of this proposal gives Jenny Nilsson an entrepreneurial 

profit. She became a suppliant in the social committee in the Ö-vik municipality. She 

inspired others within the municipality to be entrepreneur in the same policy domain  

(S1) and also other persons in other municipalities via her associative network (SSNC 

/naturskyddsförening). However the interviewed members of the board rejected the 

idea that they can get a personal profit from the acceptance of this proposal. They all 

emphasized that one cannot use such questions concerning health and the future of the 

coming generations as a political instrument excepting the chair of board (S7). She 

cited the following: 

 “… We, as a party, will be reelected …”. 

 

When the interviewer asked about the effects of this proposal at the organizational 

level16, the actual nutrition responsible17 mentioned that: 

“…One cannot talk about effects because of the constraints of the budget. 

They do not allow us to change our suppliers or our methods of working … 

simply, it is the supplier who delivers more ecologic articles….that’s it”. 

 

The actual nutrition responsible has a different perspective compared with the former 

nutrition responsible who proposed some suggestions that could cause changes in the 

organization and reach the objectives of this proposal namely the protection of 

environment, the development of the local agricultural market and enhancing the 

quality of life (health). She proposed the following:  

• A collective purchasing of ecologic food for all units (e.g. schools, geriatric care 

etc.) with avoiding environmental harmful transporting of these articles (food) and 

prioritizing seasonal vegetables and fruits.    

• Since the local producers cannot deliver large volumes, they will be prioritized 

when it comes to seasonal vegetable and fruits, by allowing the units purchasing 

these products directly from them. 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
16!Public!documents!!did!not!allow!to!detect!them.!!!!
17!Responsible!for!the!application!of!the!proposal.!!
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However the interviews have shown that these propositions have not been applied 

because of the constraints of the bureaucratic workload and their costs. In other words 

they were judged ineffective. 

 

4.4 Summary!!!

The findings of this study witness the presence of a policy domain in a state of 

disequilibrium discovered by a citizen, Jenny Nilsson. She had ”alertness to an 

unnoticed opportunities” (Kirzner, 1973, P.39). Backed by a collective of citizens the 

proposal of Jenny Nilsson has been accepted and drove the policy domain toward 

equilibrium. But, the semantic problem in interpreting the word “ecologic food” cited 

in the decision of the board has divided this domain into two domains, ecologic 

marked food and nearly/local-produced food. If Jenny’ proposal drove the first 

domain toward equilibrium, its implementation has created a disequilibrium domain 

(local-produced food), which has been discovered by a member of the board (C1). But 

the process is still ongoing. 

 According to the board’s members, the reasons of accepting Jenny’s policy without 

resistance of any member were its important value. All the members pointed out its 

contribution to protecting environment, developing local agricultural market and 

enhancing quality the quality of life (e.g. health) and rejected the idea that this policy 

can generate profit for them individually or for their parties. However, this consensus 

pattern was “broken” by one member’s critique of adopting citizen proposals.  He 

(S3) believes that only those who are publically accountable should make policy and 

that it is costly to treat those proposals. 18  

According to the actual nutrition responsible, the economic constraints did not allow 

to see the desired effects of this proposal.  

 

After this summery, one can say that the Jenny ‘s citizen proposal was an external 

collective entrepreneurial act as Kirzner (1973) defined discovered opportunities. A 

collective act because it is the citizens who signed the petitions who drove this policy 

domain toward equilibrium. Jenny’s discovery was not sufficient to do it.  It is also of 

evidence to mention that empirical data in this study do not witness a Schumpeterian 

entrepreneurial act. Institutional change occurred although this change did not 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
18!!It!is!worth!to!mention!that!he!voted!in!favor!of!the!proposal.!!
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generate individual profit for the majority. This remains discussable because the chair 

of the board cited the profit that her party, that composes the majority, can gain after 

the acceptance of this policy change, namely the reelection.  

The potential of an individual internal entrepreneurial act (C1) was also present in the 

data because of a semantic problematic namely the interpretation of the word ecologic 

food, which created another policy domain that needs to be driven toward 

equilibrium. But, this mechanism of acceptance of this entrepreneurial act cannot be 

treated in this study because the process of acceptance is not finished yet.  

Consequently, the sub-research question RQ2-1 can be answered negatively and the 

argument would be that the data did not show that this change is profitable for 

individuals composing the majority of the board in the municipality of Ö-vik. The 

sole probable profit is the reelection of the majority as a party and it is not individual.  

However, The sub-research question RQ2-1 can also be answered positively if one 

adopts the view arguing that the individual profit of the politicians as individuals is 

embedded in the profit of the party or the majority. According to Falkman and 

Tagesson (2008), in many political parties politicians’ career success (political profit) 

is embedded in the success of the party as an entity.  This view is adopted by the 

author because of its compatibility with the “Swedish model” that is built on 

consensus and collectivism (see. Stryjan and Wijkström, 1996; Berggren and 

Trägårdh, 2006). 

The sub-research question RQ 2-2 cannot be answered because the process of 

acceptance is ongoing.  
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5 Analysis!!

Policy entrepreneurship  

Kirzner (1982) defines entrepreneurship as a creative act and distinguishes between 

entrepreneurial discovery (creative act) and rational calculation (instrumental act). 

‘Entrepreneurial discovery is invoked in situations of uncertainty, not in situations of 

risk when economic rationality is most appropriate’ (Shockley et Al., 2008, p.147). 

Jenny Nilsson’s discovery was a creative act because (i) the concept of profit was a 

priori inexistent since the public sector is a non-profit organization and (ii) it was an 

action under uncertainty since the acceptance of this discovery was uncertain because 

it was the object of a unpredictable political decision. However, within the public 

sector and especially in organizations managed/directed by politicians as it is the case 

of the municipality of Ö-vik, another kind of profit can be gained since those 

organizations are who are actors and compete in the political market. Such profit was 

not the objective of this act (Jenny’s) as the data showed, even if it was a result of the 

success of her entrepreneurial discovery. The driving of a policy domain 

(consumption policy related to ecologic food) toward equilibrium 19  gave the 

entrepreneur a political profit that was not even imaginable before the acceptance of 

this entrepreneurial act as policy in the organization. The acceptance of this policy 

was uncertain according to the entrepreneur even if the act was anchored among the 

citizens (the petition signed by the 400 citizens) or with other words, it was a 

collective choice/act incarnated by the entrepreneur whose act served as a form to it. 

This collective choice/act incarnated in the proposal of the policy entrepreneur (Jenny 

Nilsson) drove the policy domain toward equilibrium after the discovery of the 

disequilibrium between the supply and demand in the policy domain cited above  

 

The difficulty to introduce a citizen proposal in Sweden emphasized by the policy 

entrepreneur augmented the degree of uncertainty. This difficulty could be related to 

the system of power in the political market. The established politicians, specially the 

members of the majority20, have attained a stable powerful position and they have to 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
19!!The!supply!of!this!equilibrium!state!is!the!recommendation!of!the!government!!
(25%!of!food!have!to!be!ecologic)!while!the!demand!can!be!more!than!that!but!
the!formal!demand!displayed!in!the!citizen!proposal!took!the!this!percentage!
(25%)!as!a!reference.!!
20!Social!democrats!!(S)!have!been!in!a!majoritarian!position!since!1970!in!Öevik!.!
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maintain it (Fligstein, 2001, p.29). An external policy entrepreneur would be a new 

competitor, a new actor in the market or new challenger who does not share the same 

logic, namely the logic of the [political] market that strive for monopoly of power, 

rational calculation21 and hierarchy. As cited in the empirical data one member of the 

majority (S3) expressed implicitly his rejection of external policy entrepreneurship 

(citizen proposals). His arguments were embedded in the logic of the [political] 

market. He argued that the elected22 bears alone the responsibility. That means that 

the monopoly and hierarchy have to be respected therefore the external policy 

entrepreneurship (citizen proposal) is not desirable. The interesting with this member 

was that he voted in favor of the citizen proposal! Which seems paradoxical. 

 

Institutional change: The implementation process and its effects  

According to Ostrom (2005) collective-choice rules are fixed (equilibrium state) and 

any change, which is a centralized process, caused by external factor occurs when the 

majority agrees to it because these changes will be profitable for individuals 

composing this majority. As displayed above the acceptance of the change proposed 

by an external policy entrepreneur, would destruct the monopoly situation that the 

majority has in the political market. That implies that this would not be profitable for 

the majority and the members composing it. Instead it would be a competitive threat 

against them. Even so, this change occurred. The reelection of the majority was the 

sole desired profit that can be generated from this change, according to chair of the 

board (S7). The reelection means maintaining the monopolistic position in the 

political market and the acceptance of external entrepreneurial act means the 

introduction of new actors in the same market, which also seems paradoxical.  

According to Fligstein (2001), the process of maintaining a dominant position in the 

market, a political market here, is to produce meanings that allow them to reproduce 

their advantages (Ibid, p.29); the challengers will take position according to the 

hierarchical status created by the dominant actors (Ibid) (Figure 3).  

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
21!What!to!do!for!getting!a!political!profit!and!a!monopolistic!situation!
(majority)?!
22!Elected!and!elite!have!the!same!etymology:!selection!that!means!the!action!of!
carefully!choosing!someone/something!as!being!the!best.!
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Figure*3:**Institutional*change*process*in*Ö^vik.*

 
Producing/creating meanings can be classified as defiance and a proactive 

manipulation used by the politicians who are facing a coercive institutional pressure 

(Oliver, 1991). The politicians/majority do not need to reinvent the wheel for 

designing a method for producing meanings because the actual system of 

management has this ability. The New Public Management is an “accountable 

management” (Hood, 1991) and accountability, according to constructionist 

perspective, is giving “selective visibility” to some organizational outcomes 

(Hopwood, 1984, p. 179). Furthermore, "accountability is dependent on the 

ideologies, motifs and language of our times” (Sinclair, 1995, P.221).  

So, under defensive periods and for escaping the punishment related to pressure from 

media and the demand of population, the members of the board stressed value and 

quality of life related to ideology coloring this period of pressure, namely 

environmentalism, for attracting the general attention to them and getting legitimacy; 

therefore the focus should be on immeasurable/ manipulable outcomes and at the 

same time the economical constraints should be toned down and kept in the backstage 

where the administrators act. The interview with the responsible of nutrition in Ö-vik 

showed that costs was an essential element for taking decision in favor of the 

proposal.  

The process does not end here because the neoliberal ideology is an established 

ideology. With its language emphasizing efficiency and effectiveness, it has spread in 

the society the norms and beliefs that emphasize the homo economicus concept and 
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the logic of rational calculation. According to the recent opinion polls the efficient use 

of public resources is very important element of electing politicians in Sweden. Thus, 

the legitimacy of the politicians composing the majority is dependent on their 

alignment with this logic and its language in the moment of reelection because 

efficiency and focus on measurable output will be matching the essential 

preoccupation of the voters in the moment of reelection namely, efficiency in using 

the public resources or with NPM rhetoric “more value for less money”.  A concrete 

example that displays the existence of this process of meaning creation/proactive 

manipulation can be observed when the chair of the board (S7) mentioned that the 

proposal was interesting because it is about values and not physical things. Contrary 

to tangibles, values are about meanings and they are manipulable. 

By this process of creating meanings, the members of the board manage and influence 

the attitudes and perceptions of the voters/citizens. By doing this, they reproduce their 

advantage/monopoly and neutralize the external policy entrepreneurs (the 

challengers) and the effects of their entrepreneurial acts. 

As the data showed, there were no observable effects in the organization caused by 

the external entrepreneurial act, nor the objectives of this latter were reached. The 

interview with the administrator responsible for the application of this policy showed 

that economical constraints (the budget) obliged the organization to work as usually 

and with the usual suppliers.  That mean the status quo was maintained because the 

incumbents/the dominant political actors prefer stability in the organization (Fligstein, 

2001). The method, as displayed above, is the proactive manipulation/producing 

meanings and the following example from the data serves as an example: 

The semantic problematic of the word “ecologic food” cited in the decision23 of the 

board that can mean ecologic marked food and locally produced food opened space 

for producing of meaning/proactive manipulation that maintaining the status quo. 

Ecologic marked food matched the logic of “more value for less money” contrary to 

the locally produced food that can generate value for the citizens in long term but 

costly. In the backstage24, the majority adopts the short-termism of the economic 

rational calculation because they want to be reelected (getting political profit). 

However, this will not be compatible with an entrepreneurial act that emphasizes 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
23!One!cannot!speculate!that!the!word!was!chosen!conscientiously!but!it!fits!in!
the!logic!proactive!!!manipulation/producing!meanings.!
24!According!to!Power!(1996),!any!practice!has!a!fronte!and!a!backstage.!
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long-term outcomes that can threat their position as a political majority. Thus, the 

neutralization of this act is necessary and this leads to the neutralization of its effects.  

6 Concluding!discussion!!

The research questions of this study are concerning the entrepreneurship phenomenon 

and the way in which new combinations occur or new opportunities get discovered in 

the public sectors, the way by which they are implemented and their effects on the 

organization.  

The three questions can be answered concisely in the following way: 

The study shows that the process of discovering unexploited opportunities in the 

public sector is the same as in the private sector but some differences are noticed 

because of the specificity of the public sector. If it is the entrepreneur as individual 

who discovered the disequilibrium between the demand and the supply in a policy 

domain, his/her act is an incarnation of public choice. With other word, the alertness 

is individual and the driving toward equilibrium is a collective act. Since the latter is 

the generator of entrepreneurial profit, the entrepreneurial act can be classified as a 

collective act. 

The implementation of an entrepreneurial act is more complicated in the public sector 

than in the private one. Institutions became more complicated after the NPM reform. 

The economical and political rules of the game (North, 1991), after these reforms, 

prioritize the logic of rational calculation (instrumental act) that is incompatible with 

the logic of entrepreneurship (creative act).  With the logic of instrumentalization, the 

powerful political actors (majority) use even the entrepreneurial act as an input to 

maintain the stability that guarantee their political profit and neutralization of the 

challenger (external policy entrepreneurs). The process used by this logic is called 

pro-active manipulation  (Oliver, 1991) or producing meanings (Fligstein, 2001). As 

some scholars argue  (Hopwood, 1984; Hood, 1997; Power, 1996; Sinclair, 1995), 

these kinds of methods are the bases of the rhetoric of the neoliberal/NPM ideology. 

This latter emphasizes short-termism and profit maximization/cost minimization, 

when the entrepreneurial act in this study emphasized long-term outcomes. So, any 

input that does not serve the powerful actors at short-term (politician in this case and 

their reelection) will be neutralized. This neutralization was the cause that the 

entrepreneurial act has no effects in the organization.  
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Previous researches displayed in the theory section showed that entrepreneurs adapt 

themselves and actions according to the institutional setups within the public 

organizations by cognitive strategies (Baez and Abolafia, 2002) and rational resource 

provision (Wawro, 2000). The difference between these studies and the current study 

lies in the belonging to the organization. Entrepreneurs in the studies of Wawro 

(2000) and Baez and Abolafia (2002) are a part of the public organization and they 

are submitted to its dominant logic when the entrepreneurial act occurred therefore 

rationality and resources were empirical evidences in these studies and the effects 

were observable. However in this study the entrepreneurial act is an external 

collective act  (a creative act) that have been neutralized therefore the effect of the 

institutional change were not existent.  

 

The aim of this study was to drive back the concept of entrepreneurship to its basics 

according to the Schumpeterian and the Kirznerian approaches because this concept 

has became a buzzword related to the market. As cited above this can be related to its 

forced submission to the logic of rational calculation conducted by the neoliberal 

ideology/agenda. The current study explained the institutional barriers and their 

process that face entrepreneurial act.  Furthermore, entrepreneurship, in this study, 

showed its universality (collective /individual) and the universality of its functions 

(applicable in the public sector/private sector) if it can be detached from the logic of 

rational calculation as well as its potential to produce beneficial outcomes at long 

term.  

  

The empirical results of this study can be criticized specially when it comes to the 

effects of the entrepreneurial act in the organization. Relying on interviews to 

understand/detect the causality relationship can be problematic. However the author 

had not another choice because of the inexistence of an accessible data the can exhibit 

such effects. Even available accounting documents did not allow him to detect the 

effects caused by the entrepreneurial act and the policy change. The sole issue was 

interviewing the administrators responsible for the application of this policy, which 

the author judged sufficient as data resource. It is of evidence to mention that these 

results are not generalizable because of the design of the study. The results of case 

studies cannot be generalized according to Yin (2003). 
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7 Further!research!!

Sweden has a unique public sector that is build on consensus bases and emphasizes 

egalitarianism (Stryjan and Wijkström, 1996; Berggren and Trägårdh, 2006). It will 

be interesting to see a replication of this study in a country that lacks these 

characteristics. To see the form that entrepreneurial acts take in an Anglo-Saxon 

country, that emphasizes individualism, may be show if either the nature of the public 

organization that makes entrepreneurial acts collective or the values that the public 

service is build on. This will enhance the understanding of the manifestations of this 

phenomenon. 
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9 Appendices!

!
Appendix*1:*Interviewing*framework**
*

For*policy*entrepreneurs*

 

• Questions about background. 

• Questions about the emergence of the idea. 

• Questions about The motive and the aim of this action. 

•  Question about the individual situation after the acceptance of the policy. 

• Question about relationships to the board and its members before and after this 

policy. 

 

For*the*members*of*the*board*and*the*administrator**
*
*

• Questions about background. 

• Questions about the reasons of the acceptance of such policy. 

• Questions about the economic constraints/costs caused by this policy. 

• Questions about the individual profit generated from this acceptance /change. 
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Appendix*2:**The*interviewed*persons*in*the*municipality*of***

Ö^vik.*

*

*

The members of the board 

• Häggström, Olle; Member of the board (S 4)25 

• Kvarnström, Lena; Member of the board (S 2) 

• Olsson, Dan; Member of the board (C 1) 

• Sedin, Birgitta; Member of the board (Kd 6) 

• Söderström, Elvy; The chair of the board  (S 7) 

• Westman, Helge; Member of the board (S 3) 

• Ögren, Kristin; Member of the board (S 5) 

 

The administrator: 

• Marie Mattsson; Nutrition responsible (Kostchef). 

 

The citizen (the policy entrepreneur): 

• Jenny Nilsson  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
25!Letter=!The!party!of!the!member;!The!number=!the!order!(e.g.!S!4!means!
social!democrat!and!he!was!the!fourth!interviewed)!
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Appendix*3!
§ 25 Medborgarförslag, upphandling av ekomat - närproducerat 
(Omsn/2009:172) 
 
Sammanfattning*av*ärendet***********
 
Kostavdelningen!är!positiv!till!all!utveckling!och!förbättring!av!våra!
livsmedel.!Att!köpa!in!ekologiska!produkter!och!köpa!mer!närodlade!
livsmedel!är!en!angelägen!kvalitetsfråga!som!kräver!extra!resurser!men!
som!i!det!långa!loppet!bidrar!till!förbättring!av!klimat!och!miljö.!!!
!
På!gällande!anbudsavtal!för!livsmedel!finns!ett!flertal!ekologiska!
produkter!samt!en!del!från!närområdet.!Vår!strävan!är!att!inhandla!dessa!i!
möjligaste!mån!men!att!ändå!hålla!oss!inom!de!ekonomiska!ramar!vi!har!
att!röra!oss!med.!!I!dag!finns!ett!basutbud!av!ekologiska!produkter!men!då!
prisbilden!är!högre!för!dessa!varor!har!det!inte!funnits!utrymme!att!i!den!
utsträckning!verksamheten!önskat!köpa!in!dessa!varor.!Vi!har!under!året!
gjort!en!prisjämförelse!på!några!av!våra!produkter.!Det!är!mjölk,!filmjölk!
hårt!bröd!och!bananer.!Utifrån!inköpsstatistik!från!2009!på!inköpta!
volymer!av!nämnda!varor!blir!merkostnaden!ca!900!000!kr!om!vi!helt!
övergår!till!dessa!fyra!ekologiska!livsmedel.!!
!
Genom!att!sätta!upp!en!genomförandeplan!med!både!ettårse!som!
flerårsperspektiv!för!införandet!av!ekologiska!produkter!kan!volymen!
successivt!öka!samt!merkostnaden!för!inköp!planeras!och!prioriteras!in!i!
kommande!budget.!Detta!kan!exempelvis!göras!genom!att!välja!ut!ett!
bassortiment!med!ett!antal!ekologiska!produkter!som!alla!enheter!ska!
köpa.!Genom!att!öka!antalet!produkter!vid!varje!ny!upphandling!så!får!vi!
en!större!volym!som!genererar!bättre!priser!och!därmed!ökar!utrymmet!
för!ytterligare!satsningar.!
!!
Idag!finns!utrymme!i!livsmedelsavtalet!att!handla!närodlade!produkter!
som!potatis,!rotfrukter!och!grönsaker!under!säsongen.!Det!har!dock!varit!
svårt!att!kunna!köpa!tillräckliga!mängder!samt!svårigheter!med!
distributionen!till!alla!våra!kök.!Kommunens!behöver!stora!volymer!och!
de!mindre!producenterna!kan!ha!svårt!att!tillgodose!efterfrågan.!Genom!
att!tillåta!anbud!på!enskilda!grönsaker,!rotfrukter!och!potatis!och!dela!upp!
kommunens!behov!skulle!man!dock!kunna!ge!fler!producenter!möjlighet!
att!leverera.!
!
Arbete!med!en!ny!livsmedelsupphandling!pågår!just!nu.!I!det!nya!avtalet!
har!vi!ambitionen!att!öka!antalet!produkter!från!närområdet!samt!öka!
utbudet!av!ekologiska!produkter!inom!många!livsmedelsgrupper.!Genom!
att!välja!mer!säsongsanpassade!grönsaker!och!säsongsanpassad!frukt!ökar!
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möjligheten!att!handla!närproducerat!och!i!stor!mån!slippa!långa,!
miljöpåverkande!transporter.!Genom!att!i!möjligaste!mån!välja!mer!
närproducerat!och!ekologiskt/KRAVemärkt!kan!vi!även!i!större!
utsträckning!inhandla!livsmedel!som!odlats!och!skördats!utan!konstgödsel!
och!kemiska!bekämpningsmedel.!
!
Näringsvärdet!i!produkterna!vi!använder!är!naturligtvis!viktiga!och!det!är!
önskvärt!att!använda!sig!av!t.ex.!en!stor!del!grova!grönsaker!som!
rotfrukter,!broccoli,!vitkål!etc.!Det!finns!gott!om!fiber!och!näring!i!dessa!
samt!att!de!kan!lagras!länge!och!de!påverkar!miljön!mindre!än!exempelvis!
tomater,!sallad!och!gurka!vilka!har!kort!hållbarhet.!De!grova!grönsakerna!
är!ofta!bättre!för!miljön!och!innehåller!dessutom!mer!näring!än!tomater,!
sallad!och!gurka.!!Det!handlar!om!att!göra!miljösmarta!matval.!
!
Kommunstyrelsen!har!givit!i!uppdrag!till!kommunledningskontoret!att!ta!
fram!ett!strategiskt!dokument!med!tillhörande!handlingsprogram!för!det!
fortsatta!miljöe!och!energiarbetet!i!kommunen.!Inom!fokusområdet!
upphandling!i!de!lokala!miljömålen!är!syftet!att!upphandlingen!ska!verka!
för!ett!långsiktigt!hållbart!samhälle.!Här!kan!upprättas!långsiktiga!mål!för!
inköp!av!ekologiska!produkter!och!mål!för!att!handla!mer!miljöanpassat.!
!
Beredande*organs*förslag*till*beslut*
!
Omsorgsförvaltningens!skrivelse!29!januari!2010.!
!
Omsorgsnämndens*beslut*
*
1. Omsorgsnämnden!ställer!sig!bakom!det!förslag!som!finns!i!
medborgarförslaget.!

!
2. Omsorgsnämnden!uppdrar,!under!förutsättning!att!kommunfullmäktige!
bifaller!medborgarförslaget,!till!kostavdelningen!att!ta!fram!en!
genomförandeplan!för!ineförandet!av!inköp!av!ekologiska!produkter.!
Kommunfullmäktige!tillskjuter!medel!i!budgeten!för!att!kunna!uppfylla!
de!nationella!målen!för!livsmedelsinköp!av!ekologiska!produkter!som!är!
25!%!av!den!totala!inköpsvolymen.!Viktigt!att!man!jobbar!med!helheten!
som!närproducerat,!miljösmarta!matval!och!ekologiskt.!

!
3. Omsorgsnämnden!överlämnar!sitt!svar!till!kommunstyrelsen!för!vidare!
handläggning.!

e!e!e!e!e!
!
!
!
!
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Appendix*4**

§ 31 Medborgarförslag - upphandling av ekomat (Bun/2009:210) 
!
Sammanfattning*av*ärendet***********
Ett!medborgarförslag!har!lämnats!till!kommunfullmäktige!med!budskapet!
att!Örnsköldsviks!kommun!upphandlar!minst!25!%!ekomat!till!skolor!och!
vården.!Barne!och!utbildningsnämnden!har!möjlighet!att!yttra!sig!över!
förslaget.!!
*
Förvaltningens*överväganden*
Då!barne!och!utbildningsförvaltningen!och!omsorgsförvaltningen!arbetar!
gemensamt!med!kostverksamhet,!ställer!sig!barne!och!
utbildningsförvaltningen!bakom!kostenhetens!ställningstagande.!
!
Kostavdelningen!är!positiv!till!all!utveckling!och!förbättring!av!våra!
livsmedel.!Att!köpa!in!ekologiska!produkter!och!köpa!mer!närodlade!
livsmedel!är!en!angelägen!kvalitetsfråga!som!kräver!extra!resurser!men!
som!i!det!långa!loppet!bidrar!till!förbättring!av!klimat!och!miljö.!!!
!
På!gällande!anbudsavtal!för!livsmedel!finns!ett!flertal!ekologiska!
produkter!samt!en!del!från!närområdet.!Vår!strävan!är!att!inhandla!dessa!i!
möjligaste!mån!men!att!ändå!hålla!oss!inom!de!ekonomiska!ramar!vi!har!
att!röra!oss!med.!!I!dag!finns!ett!basutbud!av!ekologiska!produkter!men!då!
prisbilden!är!högre!för!dessa!varor!har!det!inte!funnits!utrymme!att!i!den!
utsträckning!verksamheten!önskat!köpa!in!dessa!varor.!Vi!har!under!året!
gjort!en!prisjämförelse!på!några!av!våra!produkter.!Det!är!mjölk,!filmjölk!
hårt!bröd!och!bananer.!Utifrån!inköpsstatistik!från!2009!på!inköpta!
volymer!av!nämnda!varor!blir!merkostnaden!ca!900!000!kr!om!vi!helt!
övergår!till!dessa!fyra!ekologiska!livsmedel.!!
!
Genom!att!sätta!upp!en!genomförandeplan!med!både!ettårse!som!
flerårsperspektiv!för!införandet!av!ekologiska!produkter!kan!volymen!
successivt!öka!samt!merkostnaden!för!inköp!planeras!och!prioriteras!in!i!
kommande!budget.!Detta!kan!exempelvis!göras!genom!att!välja!ut!ett!
bassortiment!med!ett!antal!ekologiska!produkter!som!alla!enheter!ska!
köpa.!Genom!att!öka!antalet!produkter!vid!varje!ny!upphandling!så!får!vi!
en!större!volym!som!genererar!bättre!priser!och!därmed!ökar!utrymmet!
för!ytterligare!satsningar.!
!
Idag!finns!utrymme!i!livsmedelsavtalet!att!handla!närodlade!produkter!
som!potatis,!rotfrukter!och!grönsaker!under!säsongen.!Det!har!dock!varit!
svårt!att!kunna!köpa!tillräckliga!mängder!samt!svårigheter!med!
distributionen!till!alla!våra!kök.!Kommunens!kök!behöver!stora!volymer!
och!de!mindre!producenterna!kan!ha!svårt!att!tillgodose!efterfrågan.!
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Genom!att!tillåta!anbud!på!enskilda!grönsaker,!rotfrukter!och!potatis!och!
dela!upp!kommunens!behov!skulle!man!dock!kunna!ge!fler!producenter!
möjlighet!att!leverera.!
!
Arbete!med!en!ny!livsmedelsupphandling!pågår!just!nu.!I!det!nya!avtalet!
har!vi!ambitionen!att!öka!antalet!produkter!från!närområdet!samt!öka!
utbudet!av!ekologiska!produkter!inom!många!livsmedelsgrupper.!Genom!
att!välja!mer!säsongsanpassade!grönsaker!och!säsongsanpassad!frukt!ökar!
möjligheten!att!handla!närproducerat!och!i!stor!mån!slippa!långa,!
miljöpåverkande!transporter.!Genom!att!i!möjligaste!mån!välja!mer!
närproducerat!och!ekologiskt/KRAVemärkt!kan!vi!även!i!större!
utsträckning!inhandla!livsmedel!som!odlats!och!skördats!utan!konstgödsel!
och!kemiska!bekämpningsmedel.!
!
Näringsvärdet!i!produkterna!vi!använder!är!naturligtvis!viktiga!och!det!är!
önskvärt!att!använda!sig!av!t.ex.!en!stor!del!grova!grönsaker!som!
rotfrukter,!broccoli,!vitkål!etc.!Det!finns!gott!om!fiber!och!näring!i!dessa!
samt!att!de!kan!lagras!länge!och!de!påverkar!miljön!mindre!än!exempelvis!
tomater,!sallad!och!gurka!vilka!har!kort!hållbarhet.!De!grova!grönsakerna!
är!ofta!bättre!för!miljön!och!innehåller!dessutom!mer!näring!än!tomater,!
sallad!och!gurka.!!Det!handlar!om!att!göra!miljösmarta!matval.!
!
Kommunstyrelsen!har!givit!i!uppdrag!till!kommunledningskontoret!att!ta!
fram!ett!strategiskt!dokument!med!tillhörande!handlingsprogram!för!det!
fortsatta!miljöe!och!energiarbetet!i!kommunen.!Inom!fokusområdet!
upphandling!i!de!lokala!miljömålen!är!syftet!att!upphandlingen!ska!verka!
för!ett!långsiktigt!hållbart!samhälle.!Här!kan!upprättas!långsiktiga!mål!för!
inköp!av!ekologiska!produkter!och!mål!för!att!handla!mer!miljöanpassat.!
______!
!
Barn^*och*utbildningsnämndens*beslut:*
*
1. Barne!och!utbildningsnämnden!ställer!sig!bakom!det!förslag!som!finns!

i!medborgarförslaget.!
!
2. Barne!och!utbildningsnämnden!uppdrar,!under!förutsättning!att!

kommunfullmäktige!bifaller!medborgarförslaget,!till!kostavdelningen!
att!ta!fram!en!genomförandeplan!för!införandet!av!inköp!av!ekologiska!
produkter!.Medel!tillskjuts!i!budgeten!för!att!kunna!uppfylla!de!
nationella!målen!för!livsmedelsinköp!av!ekologiska!produkter!som!är!!
25!%!av!den!totala!inköpsvolymen.!

!
3. Barne!och!utbildningsnämnden!överlämnar!sitt!svar!till!

kommunstyrelsen!för!vidare!handläggning.!
**______**
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Appendix*5!
§ 151 Svar på medborgarförslag, upphandling av ekomat – när-
 producerat (Kst/2011:136) 
!
!
Sammanfattning*av*ärendet*
!
Föreligger!medborgarförslag!daterad!24!november!2009!från!Jenny!
Nilsson,!Västerhus,!angående!ekomat!i!kommunens!skolor!och!inom!
vården.!!
!
Medborgarförslaget 
 
I medborgarförslaget föreslås att kommunen beslutar sträva efter minst 25 % 
upphandling av ekomat till kommunens skolor och inom vården. Så naturligt 
och närproducerat som möjligt. 
 
Kommunfullmäktiges tidigare behandling  
 
Kommunfullmäktige har under § 256/2009 överlämnat medborgarförslaget till  
kommunstyrelsens för beredning. 
 
Ärende har därefter, genom delegationsbeslut, remitterats till barn- och 
utbildningsnämnden, omsorgsnämnden samt kommunledningskontoret, 
upphandling.  
 
Remissvar 
 
Barn och utbildningsnämnden samt omsorgsnämnden har ställt sig positiva till 
för-slaget. 
 
Kommunledningsförvaltningens kommentar 
 
Det avtal om leveranser av livsmedel till kommunens enheter som kommunen 
teck-nade i april i år omfattar ca 1 1000 artiklar med ett upphandlat avtalsvärde 
på totalt  
26 Mkr. Tidigare upphandling gav en kostnadsnivå motsvarande 33 Mkr. 
 
Antalet upphandlade ekologiska produkter är 35 st och köps i dagsläget till ett 
värde av 0,7 Mkr dvs. ca 3 % av det totala avtalsvärdet. 
 
25 av de ekologiska produkterna skulle kunna ersätta motsvarande 
konventionella  
produkter fullt ut, förutsatt att volymer finns. De produkter som skulle kunna 
ersättas med ekologiska produkter har idag ett avtalsvärde på 2,9 Mkr. 
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Kostnaden för de ekologiska produkterna är i genomsnitt cirka 57 % högre, 
vilket då skulle ge en ökad  
§ 151 (forts) 
 
kostnad på ca 1,7 Mkr. De största posterna i merkostnad är mjölk (0.68 Mkr), 
nötfärs (0,38 Mkr), kaffe (0,23 Mkr) och tvättad potatis (0,15 Mkr). 
De ekologiska produkterna skulle då uppnå ca 20 % av de totala 
livsmedelsinköpen. 
 
Kommunen har som mål i sin miljö- och energistrategi att år 2014 ha uppnått 
det  
nationellt satta målet på 25 %. Med ökat utbud och ökad tillgång finns 
förutsättningar att uppnå detta mål. 
 
I livsmedelsavtalet finns utrymme för att upphandla säsongens grönsaker, 
rotfrukter och potatis från valfri leverantör vilket även det ger möjligheter till 
en ökad volym av ekologiska produkter. 
 
Beredande instans förslag till beslut  
 
Kommunledningsförvaltningens skrivelse daterad den 16 augusti 2011. 
Arbetsutskottets § 118/2011. 
Kommunstyrelsens § 154/2011. 
 
Kommunfullmäktiges behandling  
!
Inför!kommunfullmäktiges!behandling!av!ärendet!håller!förslagsställaren!
Jenny!!
Nilsson!ett!inledningsanförande!kring!medborgarförslaget.!
!
Under!kommunfullmäktiges!behandling!av!ärendet!yrkar!Kristin!Ögren!
(S),!Mats!Hedell!(V),!och!Ingrid!Ågren!(SPI),!bifall!till!kommunstyrelsen!
förslag.!!
!
Kommunfullmäktiges beslut i enlighet med kommunstyrelsens förslag  
 
Kommunfullmäktige bifaller medborgarförslaget genom att uppdra till konsult- 
och serviceförvaltningen och dess kostavdelning att ta fram en 
genomförandeplan för inköp av ”ekologiska” produkter och hur satta mål ska 
uppnås. 
 
I planen ska bland annat beskrivas hur delar av det ekonomiska utrymmet som 
det nya livsmedelsavtalet ger ska användas för att täcka den uppskattade 
merkostnaden om 1,7 Mkr som den ökade andelen ekologisk mat ger. 
- - - - - 
!
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Appendix*6*

!
Beslutsförslag*medborgarförslag,*
upphandling*av*ekomat*^*
närproducerat*
!
!
Bakgrund/Ärendet*
!

! Omsorgsnämnden!

Omsorgsförvaltningens*förslag*till*beslut*

!
Sammanfattning*av*ärendet***********
*
Kostavdelningen!är!positiv!till!all!utveckling!och!förbättring!av!våra!livsmedel.!Att!
köpa!in!ekologiska!produkter!och!köpa!mer!närodlade!livsmedel!är!en!angelägen!
kvalitetsfråga!som!kräver!extra!resurser!men!som!i!det!långa!loppet!bidrar!till!
förbättring!av!klimat!och!miljö.!!!
!
På!gällande!anbudsavtal!för!livsmedel!finns!ett!flertal!ekologiska!produkter!samt!en!
del!från!närområdet.!Vår!strävan!är!att!inhandla!dessa!i!möjligaste!mån!men!att!ändå!
hålla!oss!inom!de!ekonomiska!ramar!vi!har!att!röra!oss!med.!!I!dag!finns!ett!basutbud!
av!ekologiska!produkter!men!då!prisbilden!är!högre!för!dessa!varor!har!det!inte!
funnits!utrymme!att!i!den!utsträckning!verksamheten!önskat!köpa!in!dessa!varor.!Vi!
har!under!året!gjort!en!prisjämförelse!på!några!av!våra!produkter.!Det!är!mjölk,!
filmjölk!hårt!bröd!och!bananer.!Utifrån!inköpsstatistik!från!2009!på!inköpta!volymer!
av!nämnda!varor!blir!merkostnaden!ca!900!000!kr!om!vi!helt!övergår!till!dessa!fyra!
ekologiska!livsmedel.!!
!
Genom!att!sätta!upp!en!genomförandeplan!med!både!ettårse!som!flerårsperspektiv!för!
införandet!av!ekologiska!produkter!kan!volymen!successivt!öka!samt!merkostnaden!
för!inköp!planeras!och!prioriteras!in!i!kommande!budget.!Detta!kan!exempelvis!göras!
genom!att!välja!ut!ett!bassortiment!med!ett!antal!ekologiska!produkter!som!alla!
enheter!ska!köpa.!Genom!att!öka!antalet!produkter!vid!varje!ny!upphandling!så!får!vi!
en!större!volym!som!genererar!bättre!priser!och!därmed!ökar!utrymmet!för!ytterligare!
satsningar.!
!!
Idag finns utrymme i livsmedelsavtalet att handla närodlade produkter som potatis, 
rotfrukter och grönsaker under säsongen. Det har dock varit svårt att kunna köpa tillräckliga 
mängder samt svårigheter med distributionen till alla våra kök. Kommunens behöver stora 
volymer och de mindre producenterna kan ha svårt att tillgodose efterfrågan. Genom att 
tillåta anbud på enskilda grönsaker, rotfrukter och potatis och dela upp kommunens behov 
skulle man dock kunna ge fler producenter möjlighet att leverera. 
!
Arbete!med!en!ny!livsmedelsupphandling!pågår!just!nu.!I!det!nya!avtalet!har!vi!
ambitionen!att!öka!antalet!produkter!från!närområdet!samt!öka!utbudet!av!ekologiska!
produkter!inom!många!livsmedelsgrupper.!Genom!att!välja!mer!säsongsanpassade!
grönsaker!och!säsongsanpassad!frukt!ökar!möjligheten!att!handla!närproducerat!och!i!
stor!mån!slippa!långa,!miljöpåverkande!transporter.!Genom!att!i!möjligaste!mån!välja!
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mer!närproducerat!och!ekologiskt/KRAVemärkt!kan!vi!även!i!större!utsträckning!
inhandla!livsmedel!som!odlats!och!skördats!utan!konstgödsel!och!kemiska!
bekämpningsmedel.!
!
Näringsvärdet!i!produkterna!vi!använder!är!naturligtvis!viktiga!och!det!är!önskvärt!att!
använda!sig!av!t.ex.!en!stor!del!grova!grönsaker!som!rotfrukter,!broccoli,!vitkål!etc.!Det!
finns!gott!om!fiber!och!näring!i!dessa!samt!att!de!kan!lagras!länge!och!de!påverkar!
miljön!mindre!än!exempelvis!tomater,!sallad!och!gurka!vilka!har!kort!hållbarhet.!De!
grova!grönsakerna!är!ofta!bättre!för!miljön!och!innehåller!dessutom!mer!näring!än!
tomater,!sallad!och!gurka.!!Det!handlar!om!att!göra!miljösmarta!matval.!
!
Kommunstyrelsen har givit i uppdrag till kommunledningskontoret att ta fram ett strategiskt 
dokument med tillhörande handlingsprogram för det fortsatta miljö- och energiarbetet i 
kommunen. Inom fokusområdet upphandling i de lokala miljömålen är syftet att 
upphandlingen ska verka för ett långsiktigt hållbart samhälle. Här kan upprättas långsiktiga 
mål för inköp av ekologiska produkter och mål för att handla mer miljöanpassat. 
 
 
 
 
Förslag*till*beslut******
*

4. Omsorgsnämnden!ställer!sig!bakom!det!förslag!som!finns!i!medborgarförslaget.!
!
5. Omsorgsnämnden!uppdrar,!under!förutsättning!att!kommunfullmäktige!

bifaller!medborgarförslaget,!till!kostavdelningen!att!ta!fram!en!
genomförandeplan!för!införandet!av!inköp!av!ekologiska!produkter!.Medel!
tillskjuts!i!budgeten!för!att!kunna!uppfylla!de!nationella!målen!för!
livsmedelsinköp!av!ekologiska!produkter!som!är!!25!%!av!den!totala!
inköpsvolymen.!

!
6. Omsorgsnämnden!överlämnar!sitt!svar!till!kommunstyrelsen!för!vidare!

handläggning.!
**
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Appendix*7!
!

!
Beslutsförslag,*Svar*på*
medborgarförslag**upphandling*av*
ekomat*^*närproducerat*
!
!
Bakgrund/Ärendet*
!

!
Kommunledningsförvaltningens*förslag*till*beslut*

 
Sammanfattning av ärendet 
!
Föreligger!medborgarförslag!daterad!24!november!2009!från!Jenny!Nilsson,!!
Västerhus,!angående!ekomat!i!kommunens!skolor!och!inom!vården,!!
!
Medborgarförslaget*
!
I!medborgarförslaget!föreslås!att!kommunen!beslutar!sträva!efter!minst!25%!!
upphandling!av!ekomat!till!kommunens!skolor!och!inom!vården.!Så!naturligt!och!
närproducerat!som!möjligt.!
!
Kommunfullmäktiges*tidigare*behandling**
!
Kommunfullmäktige har under § 256/2009 överlämnat medborgarförslaget till 
kommunstyrelsens för beredning. 
 
Ärende har därefter, genom delegationsbeslut, remitterats till barn- och 
utbildningsnämnden, omsorgsnämnde samt kommunledningskontoret, 
upphandling.  
 
Remissvar 
 
Barn och utbildningsnämnden samt omsorgsnämnden har ställt sig positiva till 
förslaget. 
 
Kommunledningsförvaltningens kommentar 
 
Det avtal om leveranser av livsmedel till kommunens enheter som kommunen 
tecknade i april i pr omfattar ca 1 1000 artiklar med ett upphandlat avtalsvärde på 
totalt 26 Mkr. Tidigare upphandling gav en kostnadsnivå motsvarande 33 Mkr. 
Antalet upphandslade ekologiska produkter är 35 st och köps i dagsläget till ett 
värde av 0,7 Mkr dvs. ca. 3 % av det totala avtalsvärdet. 

! Kommunstyrelsen!
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25 av de ekologiska produkterna skulle kunna ersätta motsvarande 
konventionella produkter fullt ut, förutsatt att volymer finns. De produkter som 
skulle kunna ersättas med ekologiska produkter har idag ett avtalsvärde på 2,9 
Mkr. 
Kostnaden för de ekologiska produkterna är igenomsnitt cirka 57 % högre, vilket 
då skulle ge en ökad kostnad på ca. 1.7 Mkr. De största posterna i merkostnad är 
mjölk (0.68 Mkr), nötfärs (0,38 Mkr), kaffe (0,23 Mkr) och tvättad potatis (0,15 
Mkr). 
 
De ekologiska produkterna skulle då uppnå ca 20 % av de totala livsmedels- 
inköpen. 
 
Kommunen har som mål i sin miljö- och energistrategi att år 2014 ha uppnått det 
nationellt satta målet att 25 %. Med ökat utbud och ökad tillgång finns 
förutsättningar att uppnå detta mål. 
 
I livsmedelsavtalet finns utrymme för att upphandla säsongens grönsaker, rot- 
frukter och potatis från valfri leverantör vilket även det ger möjligheter till en 
ökad volym av ekologiska produkter. 
 
Kommunledningsförvaltningens förslag till beslut 
 
Kommunfullmäktige föreslås bifalla medborgarförslaget genom att uppdra till 
Konsult- och Serviceförvaltningen och dess kostavdelning att ta fram en 
genomförandeplan för inköp av ”ekologiska” produkter och hur satta mål sak 
uppnås. 
 
I planen skall bland annat beskrivas hur delar av det ekonomiska utrymmet som 
det nya livsmedels avtalet ger sak användas för att täcka den uppskattade 
merkostnaden om 1,7 Mkr som den ökade andelen ekologisk mat ger. 
 
!

!
Kommunledningsförvaltningen!
!
Peter!Blomqvist!!
Stabschef!

!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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Appendix*8!
!

!
Beslutsförslag,*Svar*på*
medborgarförslag**upphandling*av*
ekomat*^*närproducerat*

!
Bakgrund/Ärendet*
Medborgarförslag!daterad!24!november!2009!
från!Jenny!Nilsson,!Västerhus,!angående!
ekomat!i!kommunens!skolor!och!inom!vården,!
strävan!att!uppnå!minst!25%!av!budgeterad!
kostnad.!

!
!
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Staffan!Stridsberg!
Upphandlingschef!

!
!
!
!

! Kommunfullmäktige!

Kommunledningsförvaltningens*förslag*till*beslut*

 
Sammanfattning av ärendet 
Ärendet har remitterats till kostansvariga inom Barn- och utbildningsnämnden samt 
Omsorgsnämnden som ställer sig positiv till förslaget. 
 
Det livsmedelsavtal som kommunen upphandlat omfattar ca 1070 artiklar till ett avtalsvärde på 
totalt ca 25 Mkr. 
Utbudet av ekologiska artiklar i det nya avtalet är ca 60 st med ett avtalsvärde på ca 5,3 Mkr. 
I dagsläget beräknas ca 35 artiklar avropas till ett värde av ca 0,71 Mkr. 
Ett fullt nyttjande av det utbud som finns skulle innebära en ökad kostnad med ca 1,7 Mkr. Vi 
uppnår då ca 19 %. 
Detta innebär att målet för att uppnå 25 % inte kan uppfyllas med det utbud som finns i 
dagsläget. 
I livsmedelsavtalet finns dock utrymme för att öka volymen av lokalt  odlade produkter såsom 
potatis, rotfrukter och grönsaker under odlingssäsongen. 
En genomförandeplan kan på sikt öka volymen. 
 
I kommunens miljö- och energistrategi finns detta mål om 25 % fastställt till år 2014. 
Även ett nationellt mål är fastställt till 25 %  vilket sammanfaller med detta förslag. 
 
Den totala merkostnad som förslaget innebär beräknas till ca 2,5 Mkr för kommunens 
livsmedelsbudget 
 
Förslag till beslut 
Kommunledningsförvaltningen/Stab/Upphandling föreslår bifall till medborgarförslaget. 
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Appendix*8!
!
!

2013&02&14!

MOTION!

Örnsköldsviks!kommun!behöver!ett!livskraftigt!jordbruk!

En!nyligen!presenterad!rapport,!bekräftar!det!många!av!oss!känner,!jordbruket!i!

Örnsköldsvik!befinner!sig!i!en!starkt!nedåtgående!trend.!Antalet!mjölkbesättningar!fortsätter!

att!minska,!detsamma!gäller!köttproduktionen,!den!brukade!arealen!minskar!stadigt.!

Undersökningen!visar!också!att!bara!4!%!av!länets!jordbruksföretagare!är!yngre!än!35!år.!

Sedan!1985!har!antalet!jordbruksföretag!i!länet!minskat!med!54!%!mellan!1985&2010.!Ändå!

skall!inte!jordbruksnäringens!betydelse!för!sysselsättningen!inte!underskattas,!då!den!i!dag!

står!för!3!%!av!länets!sysselsättning.!

Samtidigt!konstaterar!vi!att!självförsörjningsgraden!också!går!nedåt,!hälften!av!den!mat!vi!

äter!kommer!från!utlandet.!Vi!har!en!resurs!i!form!av!åkermark,!då!borde!vi!också!kunna!

producera!en!större!del!av!den!mat!vi!äter.!Det!flesta!förstår!nog!också!jordbrukets!

betydelse!för!att!hålla!landskapet!öppet.!Jag!är!övertygad!om!att!vår!attraktivitet!som!

turistkommun!är!starkt!beroende!av!ett!öppet!landskap!och!en!levande!landsbygd.!Det!finns!

också!starka!miljömässiga!skäl!för!att!större!del!av!vår!mat!är!lokalt!producerad.!

Jordbruket!är!en!viktig!näringsgren!och!jag!tycker!att!kommunen!har!ett!ansvar!för!att!

försöka!hjälpa!till!att!vända!den!utveckling!vi!ser.!Jag!är!väl!medveten!om!att!jordbrukets!

problem!inte!kan!lösas!enbart!av!kommunen,!men!jag!tycker!att!kommunen!skall!hjälpa!till!

med!det!den!kan!påverka.!En!sådan!fråga!är!vilken!mat!vi!serverar!i!kommunens!dagis,!

skolor!och!boenden.!Jag!tror!att!en!viktig!signal!till!jordbruksnäringen!i!kommunen!skulle!

vara!att!vi!vill!servera!mer!lokal!mat!i!våra!kök.!Skulle!dessutom!länets!alla!kommuner!och!

landstinget!göra!samma!sak!skulle!det!få!ännu!mer!styrka.!

Jag!tycker!därför!att!kommunen!skall!ta!fram!en!livsmedelspolicy!med!inriktningen!att!det!

skall!serveras!mer!lokalt!producerad!mat!i!kommunens!kök.!Det!finns!också!en!trend!att!

personalen!i!större!utsträckning!vill!servera!mat!som!lagats!från!råvara!till!tallrik.!En!

livsmedelspolicy!blir!ett!bra!stöd!i!upphandlingen!av!livsmedel,!men!också!för!kostansvariga.!

Kan!det!dessutom!bidra!till!att!jordbruksnäringen!i!kommunen!börjar!känna!lite!framtidstro,!

är!alla!vinnare.!

föreslår!att:!

Jag!Kommunfullmäktige!beslutar!att!ta!fram!en!livsmedelspolicy!

Dan!Olsson!(c)!

!

!


